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Abstract: Due to unbalanced distribution of tourists during peak time, tourists are likely tohighly flock in certain areas of scenery spots
if imperfect organization and management. For this reason, there may be crowds or even trample accidents in addition to unrecoverable
damages for the ecological environment in such areas. Therefore,the valid solution is to formulate scientific tourist diversion strategy,
reasonably adjust the tour routes, and realize the balanced distribution oftourists over space and time. The prerequisite and base of
the research is to establish scientific rational evaluation indicators for diversion strategy. At present, the common indicators include the
Variance Model reflecting the balance of load rate for each spot in the scenic region and the Gini-Simpson Index (G-S Index) showing
the dispersion degrees of tourists among the scenery spots. However,these indexes highlight the opinions of scenery region managers
but ignore the tourism utility during the travel. Such indexes can be used to evaluate the diversion strategy only from a macro view
but hardly facilitates shaping any scientific valid suggestions for plan improvement. So this thesis established the evaluation model of
tourism utility function (TUF) based on the spot congestion degree and compared the simulation effects of three diversion strategies
respectively with three evaluation models, including Variance, G-S Indexand TUF. It is found from the comparison results that TUF
can better the overall evaluation of the diversion strategies and reveal the relevant inherent problems so as to provide reasonable and
suggestions for scientific management on the scenery spot.
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1 Introduction

Tourism development is an effective way for economic
development and environment protection at the same
time [1], and it not only means admission income to
scenic region but also motivates the development of other
related industries [2]. Nevertheless, greatly pushing
forward the regional economy the rapid development of
tourism also causes tremendous adverse effects on the
ecological environment and social culture in the scenic
region. During the peak time, the tourists highly crowd
around in short period, leading to worse contradiction
between economic development and environment
protection in the scenic spots. For instance of Jiuzhaigou
with the optimum capacity per day of 180,000, this place
accommodated over 40,000 tourists during the peak time
of Golden Week around Chinese National Day in 2011
and great adverse results are made on the local ecological
environment, mainly covering trample on the greening,

damages to the soil structure, landscape losses, and
consequential water loss and soil erosion; meanwhile, the
nutrients affects the water clarity of the fringe water and
the water quality, and further speeds up the process of
lake alga bloom and bogginess etc. after directly flowing
to the lake [3]. In addition, the unbalanced tourist
distribution is likely to result in queuing crowd during the
peak time and even trample accident, for example, for
Beijing Miyun Festival Lantern Exhibition on February 5,
2004, the tourists flocked in hot scenery spots and the
consequential super-high tourist density and crowd finally
led to safety accidents after continuous squeezing with
the toll of 37 deceased and 24 injured [4]. Therefore, the
valid solution is to formulate scientific tourist diversion
strategy, reasonably adjust the tour routes, and realize the
balanced distribution of tourists over space and time. For
this purpose, the coordination of tourists is commonly
taken as planning or scheduling issue, and the relevant
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researchers quantify the travel routes from two
dimensions C time and space in order to identify the
combination optimization model for tourist
coordination [5].

Based on the formation causes of tourism peak time in
the scenic region, Feng Gang [5], Qiu Yanqing [6], Liu
Zhusheng [7] and other researchers combined information
technology like RFID and management theory and
studied the space-time diversion and navigation
management model related to tourists in the peak time.
They made scientific diversion design and established
such management model of the tourists in the scenic
region from the two dimensions of time and space in
order to reduce the instantaneous load of certain scenery
spot and balance the space-time distribution. So they can
realize several targets such as increase of tourist capacity,
promotion of environment protection level, and better
tourist satisfaction.

For the researches mentioned above, the variance of
load rate in each spot or area is generally taken as only
index for diversion strategy evaluation while the
minimum variance is selected as objective function. And
variance refers to the parameter or statistical quantity
used to measure the degree of variance among all
variables. It is used to evaluate the issues in many fields.
However, this model has no fluctuation or deviation
direction and the deviations of different directions lead to
different or even opposite effects. Moreover, this
evaluation model only appraises the overall space-time
balance degree of certain scenic region from macro view.
So Shi Jiangang introduced Gini-Simpson Index to
evaluate the crowd or disperse features [8] of tourists in
each scenery spot with quantitative analysis. However, the
above two evaluation models both highlight the views of
manager but ignore the specific feelings of tourists in the
entire sight-seeing. To this end, this thesis established the
evaluation model of tourism utility function (TUF) based
on the spot congestion degree and compared the
simulation effects of three diversion strategies
respectively with three evaluation models, including
Variance, G-S index and TUF. It is found from the
comparison results that TUF can better the overall
evaluation of the diversion strategies and reveal the
relevant inherent problems so as to provide reasonable
and suggestions for scientific management on the scenery
spot.

2 Establishment of Mathematical Model

2.1 Definitions of parameters

A: Set of scenery spots;B: Set of tourists;c j : Natural
capacity of the scenery sportj; t j : Average stay duration
of tourists in the scenery spot;sjk: Operation time
between the spotsj andh; ti j : Arrival time for touristi to
the spot j; △τi j : Actual stay duration of touristi in the
spot j. At the timet, the defined variable:

xi jt =







1, Tourist i has sight-seeing in the spotj
at the timet(whent −s· ti j ≤ t j)

0, Otherwise
So the number of tourists in the spotj at the timet is

Nt
j = ∑i∈Bxi jt .

The load rate of the spotj at the timet:

Rj =
Nt

j

c j
=

∑i∈Bxi jt

c j
,( j = 1,2, · · · ,n),Rj ≥ 0. (1)

The conventional load rate of scenery spot is gained
from the ratio of load to capacity, among which the
capacity is identified according to the factors such as
natural and ecological environment, but for the capacity
of tourism environment, such calculation model is almost
static and the consequential capacity is only an ideal static
result. In fact, the capacity is a dynamic system [9]
continuously changing as the consumer behavior changes,
tourism destination develops and the tourism period
extends. Besides the above-mentioned factors, the
capacity of the scenery spot is also related to the stay
duration of tourist in the spot. Thus, Ge Peng and others
proposed the concept of space-time load rate [10], while
the definition is as follows:

Rs
j =

∑i∈Bxi jt
c j
t j

=
t j ·∑i∈Bxi jt

c j
, (2)

whereRs
j ≥ 0; j = 1,2, · · · ,n.

2.2 Objective function

The important goal pursued by the spot management is to
realize the balanced space-time distribution of tourists in
the spot and further ensure the orderly movement of
tourists. And the goal means the increase of tourist
capacity without damages to ecological environment. The
tourists ask for utility value obtained as much as possible
during the sight-seeing. Therefore, the researchers shall
perform comprehensive evaluation from spot
management and tourists when they evaluate the
peak-time tourist diversion strategies. Fortunately, the
balanced space-time distribution of tourists can also
reduce the waiting time and uncomfortable feelings due
to crowds and better the tour satisfaction. So the two
goals have certain positive correlation to a great extent.

2.2.1 Goal of spot balance degree

Because of great differences among all spot capacities,
the distribution balance does not represent distribution
balance of tourist number but the balance of tourist load
rate. Ideally if the load rate of each spot is balanced at any
time t, the load rates of all spots is considered to reach
balance over the entire period composite consisting of
several continuousts. And the spot space-time balance
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degree is converted to the model establishment of
realizing all spots’ load rates under optimum balance at
certain time. Meanwhile, variance is used to measure the
deviation degree between data and its average. Therefore,
the Literature 7 described the establishment of Variance
Model as evaluation index of spot tourist diversion
strategy, shown as Eq.(3). However, this objective
function only stresses the overall load balance of the
scenic region, that is, the balance of space load rate in the
scenic region, but ignores the time load balance of each
scenery spot. So Shi Jiangang introduced Gini-Simpson
Index to evaluate the features of gathering or dispersing
process for each spot with quantitative analysis.

Z = Min
1

n−1 ∑
j∈A

(Rj − R̄)2 (3)

WhereRj represents the rate load of the spotj andR̄
represents average load rate of all spots, shown as Eq.(4):

R̄=
1
n ∑

j∈A

Rj (4)

G-S Index is short for Gini-Simpson Index and the
arrival rate for each admission period is taken as random
variable ξ , so the relevant Gini-Simpson Index is
recorded asG−S(ξ ):

G−S(ξ ) = 1−
T

∑
t=1

p2
t (5)

WhereT means the number of stages classified, and
pt represents the admission ratio for each stage. Under the
same classification conditions, larger G-S Index indicates
higher dispersion degree of its distribution and the system
closer to even distribution status.

2.2.2 Tourism utility function

Utility means the consumer’s satisfaction [11] during the
use of consumables while the tourism utility refers to
comprehensive proceeds obtained from one trip.
Belonging to non-monetary material gains, such proceeds
mean the intrinsic emotional expression and
psychological feelings such as happiness and excitement
during the travel, sight-seeing and experience process of
tourists [12]. There are many factors on tourism
utility [ 13] in general grouped into costs and actual
feelings. And the later usually depends on individual
preferences of tourists, while it is hard to be observed but
reflected indirectly by other indexes because such feelings
belong to subjective psychological state. This thesis
applied certain simplification during establishment of
tourism utility function and the author believed that the
time and costs consumed by the tourist during the travel
of the same spot have no obvious differences, so the
tourism utility is only related to the actual feelings of the

tourists. The author also ignores the differences among
the individuals but the effects of congestion degree on the
tourism utility when he took account of the actual
feelings.

At present, the tourists’ psychological capabilities are
covered generally by the consideration scope during the
calculation of spot capacity; therefore, the utility valueis
the maximum when the number of tourists is no more
than the relevant capacity, but the marginal utility will
show certain descending law if the number exceeds the
capacity. Moreover, the descending speed may gradually
slow down as the number of tourists increases, that is:

|
du
dN

|
N=N

t1
j
> |

du
dN

|
N=N

t2
j
,(Nt2

j > Nt1
j > c j) (6)

The tourism capacity is established based on the
congestion degree according to the above analysis, and
the tourism utility of touristI in the spot j is shown as
Eq.(7):

ui j =











1, N̄
ti j→ti j+△τi j
j

1

exp[(
N̄

ti j →ti j +△τi j
j −cj

cj
)]

, else (7)

Where N̄
ti j→ti j+△τi j
j represents average number of

tourists in the spotj from the arrival timeti j to the
departure timeti j +△τi j for the touristi:

N̄
ti j→ti j+△τi j
j

= ∑
ti j+△τi j
t=ti j

Nt
j

△ti j

(8)

Correspondingly, the utility value of the spot j in such
period is the sum of all tourists’ utility values in this spot
during such period, shown as Eq.(9):

U j =
ti j+△τi j

∑
t=ti j

∑
i∈B

ui j ·xi jt (9)

To describe this utility model, for the spot j the
capacity isc j = 100 while the marginal utility valueui j of
the tourist and the tourism utilityU j are shown as Figure
1. In the figure, U j reaches maximum as

N̄
ti j→ti j+△τi j
j = c j .

3 Establishment of Simulation Model

3.1 Basic Data of Simulation

Tourists show independence during the travel, so
individual tourist takes certain personalized and random
tourism route. In general, most tourists’ routes show
certain regularity, for an instance, Feng Gang designed 16
main tourism routes according to the statistics from
Jiuzhaigou over years and measured the stay duration and
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Fig. 1: Relationship Diagram of Tourist Space-Time Utility and
Number of Tourists.

Fig. 2: Traffic Diagram of Jiuzhaigou.

diversion time scale [14] for each spot. The simulation
model in this thesis applied the basic data and tourism
routes collected by Feng’s research, and the traffic
diagram of Jiuzhaigou spots is shown in Figure 2 while
the capabilities and average stay durations for 8 spots are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Capacity and Tourist Stay Duration

NO. Spot Capacity Average Standard
stay duration deviation

1 Penjingtan 144 10 1
2 Huohuahai 239 20 2
3 Xiniuhai 950 30 4
4 Jinghai 350 15 2
5 Jianzhuhai 414 20 2
6 Yuanshishenlin 480 30 3
7 Wucaichi 60 15 2
8 Changhai 268 30 3

Fig. 3: Primary and Stabilized Decision Points of Scenic Region

3.2 Description of simulation plan

To reduce the simulation complexity, Ge Peng and the
others [15] split the scenic region into unilateral network
and categorized the nodes in the region into decision
points and diversion points while the former is further
grouped into primary and stationary decision points
according to different positions. Shown as Figure 3,(a)
represents a primary point where the tourist decides the
goal node at the entrance of scenic region 0, while(b) is a
stabilized decision point.

3.2.1 Average strategy

Average Strategy means the same shunt probabilities of
tourists at the primary or stabilized decision points going
to the downstream diversion nodes. Take Figure 3 for
instance, the probabilities are the same for tourist
allocated at the primary decision point 0 to the nodes 2.1,
3.2, 8.3, 6.7 and 5.8 while the relevant values are all 0.2;
and at the stabilized decision point 2.2, the probabilities
are all 1

3 for tourists allocated to the nodes 5.1, 6.2 and
8.2.

3.2.2 Average & pace-time strategy (AST)

For AST, as the tourist arrives at the primary decision
point, the researcher applies average strategy while he can
compare the space-time load rates of the downstream
nodes available from this decision point and guide the
tourists to the nodes with minimum rates for the tourists
at the stabilized decision point. Also taking Figure 3 for
instance, the probabilities are all 0.2 for tourists at
primary decision points allocated to the 5 downstream
nodes while the management shall compare the
space-time load rates of the 3 downstream nodes for
stabilized decision point and select the node with
minimum rate from nodes 5.1, 6.2 and 8.2 as the goal
node of the tourist.

3.2.3 Logit strategy

Average strategy as one of static diversion cannot make
real-time adjustment according to the changes of spot load
rates in the scenic region while AST as one of real-time
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diversion is likely to cause Matthew Effect. So Li Jin and
others allocated the tourists to different routes with Logit
Model and avoid the Mathew Effect to a great extent [16].
For the advantages of Logit Model, it can perfectly reflect
the crowd and random factors during the route selection
so as to realize the even space-time distribution of tourists
and ensure the reasonable configuration of resources. This
model is applicable for complex traffic and large network.

The diversion probability of the follow-up target spots
k(k ∈ Ti j ) selected by the touristi at stabilized decision
point j:

p(i, j,k) =
Exp[−σ ·

Rs
k

R̄s ]

∑k∈Ti j
Exp[−σ ·

Rs
k

R̄s ]
(10)

WhereRs
k is the space-time load rate of the spotk; R̄s is

the average space-time load rate of the spotk(k∈ Ti j ); Ti j
is the set of follow-up target spotsk(k ∈ Ti j ) selected by
the touristi at stabilized decision pointj; σ is nonnegative
number, and whenσ = +∞, Logit Model is equal to the
diversion based on space-time load rate, but asσ = 0, it is
average diversion, that is, the diversion rates of all nodes
are the same. Obviously, the diversion probability is 0 for
the nodek(k 6∈ Ti j ).

Also taking Figure 3 for instance, Eq.(10) is used to
calculate the diversion probabilities ofp(i,2.2,5.1),
p(i,2.2,6.2) andp(i,2.2,8.2) respectively as those for the
tourists at the three scenery spots according to the
space-time load rates of the three nodes 5.1, 6.2 and 8.2.

3.3 Analysis of simulation results

From Table 2 and Figure 4, the value of average strategy
is better than those of the other two plans at the index of
average spot load rate and the maximum and average
variances of average strategy are bigger than those based
on Logit Model, while the fluctuation figure of the
former’s variance shapes a relatively concentrated wave
crest of the peak traffic time from 12 to 15 o’clock in one
day. The big variance within this period highlights the
load unbalance among all spots of the scenic region. The
variance wave crests are relatively dispersed for AST and
Logit strategies as the average and maximum of Logit
Strategy is the lowest among these three strategies.
Therefore, the Logit Model is doubtless the best at this
index.

Table 2: Three Strategies’ Comparison of load Rates and
Variances

Strategy Average AST Logit
Average-Load-Rate 2.438 2.448 2.461

Max-Variance 45.4 68.35 43.71
Average-Variance 8.797 10.157 8.573

Fig. 4: Three Strategies Comparison of load Rate Variances

Fig. 5: G-S Index Comparison of Each Scenery Spot under the
Three Strategies

It is supposed in the simulation that each tourist only
visits every spot once, so each scenery spot will
accommodate the same number of tourists with the value
equal to the total tourists entering the region on that very
day. Obviously, the arrival time of tourists to the same
spot are dispersed approximately and the time distribution
of tourists is much more balanced for the same spot. So
this strategy can abate the damages of tourism actions to
the ecological environment, reduce the management
complexity, increase the capability and promote the
tourism satisfaction. Taking the spot 2 for instance, Table
3 shows the arrival numbers of tourists over each period
under these three strategies. Each hour is taken as a period
from 7 to 19 o’clock when all tourists all depart from the
region. And the arrival numbers of tourists are ideally the
same over all periods and G-S Index 1−∑1

t=12= 0.9167
shows the best dispersion degree and most balanced
distribution for tourists arriving at each spot. It is obvious
that larger G-S Index value and better dispersion degree
with more balanced distribution. So the larger value also
leads to better local ecological environment protection,
regional management and tourism satisfaction of tourists.

Table 3 and Figure 5 list theG−S Index values and
comparisons of each spot under three diversion strategies.
It is easily found from the comparison that theG−SIndex
values of each scenery point are different under different
strategies and no strategyα stays withinG−Sα

j ≥ G−
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Table 3: Spot 2 Arrival Numbers of Tourists over Each Period

Time Average AST Logit
07 : 00→ 08 : 00 167 167 167
08 : 00→ 09 : 00 1410 1421 1410
09 : 00→ 10 : 00 2523 2482 2566
10 : 00→ 11 : 00 2417 2459 2457
11 : 00→ 12 : 00 1393 1327 1372
12 : 00→ 13 : 00 910 624 684
13 : 00→ 14 : 00 2782 2268 2065
14 : 00→ 15 : 00 4429 4286 4131
15 : 00→ 16 : 00 3086 3575 3798
16 : 00→ 17 : 00 830 1270 1248
17 : 00→ 18 : 00 53 121 101
17 : 00→ 18 : 00 0 0 0

Fig. 6: G-S Index Comparison of Each Scenery Spot under the
Three Strategies

Sβ
j ( j ∈A;α 6= β ), so Logit Strategy is better than the other

two from the comparison ofG−S Index.

Table 4: G-S Index Comparison of Each Scenery Spot under the
Three Strategies

O. Average AST Logit
1 0.8642 0.8608 0.8646
2 0.8636 0.8642 0.8642
3 0.8607 0.8594 0.8624
4 0.8425 0.8211 0.8211
5 0.8323 0.8118 0.8306
6 0.8556 0.8431 0.8545
7 0.8524 0.8629 0.8620
8 0.8564 0.8625 0.8648

total 0.8648 0.8648 6.8362

From horizontal comparison of this tourism utility,
there is no diversion strategy α satisfying
Utilityα

j ≥ Utilityβ
j ;( j ∈ A;α 6= β ); However, it is found

that Logit Strategy is the best among the three strategies
at the utility value of several spotsj = 3,4, · · · ,8.

Table 5: Spot Utility Value Comparisons of Diversion Strategies

Spot Average AST Logit
1 1991.57 2087.19 2050.2
2 2794.26 2620.14 2611.98
3 14924.71 14640.62 15235.35
4 3596.99 4519.75 5282.24
5 4350.63 4971.82 5459.79
6 5107.4 5158.6 5478.8
7 204.23 216.1 294.95
8 1925.06 1897.33 1927.75

total 34894.85 34894.85 38341.06

Fig. 7: Actual Congestion of Spot 7 during Peak Time

Table 6: Comprehensive Comparisons of Three Diversion
Strategies Effects

Index Average AST Logit
Max-Variance 45.4 68.35 43.71

Average-Variance 8.797 10.157 8.573
Total G-S Index 6.8276 6.7859 6.8362

Total Utility 34894.85 34894.85 38341.06

Table 6 shows the comprehensive comparisons of
three diversion strategies’ effects. It is indicated from the
above-mentioned index analysis that Logit Strategy is
better than the other two. From this view, the three
evaluation strategies have the consistent appraisal
process. However, the evaluation models of average
strategy and AST can be only used for macro analysis of
the diversion strategies but fail to reveal the inherent
problems of each strategy, and TUF Evaluation Model
can compensate these two models.

From longitude comparison of all spot utility values
in Figure 6 and Table 5, though the tourism utility values
differs for each spot under different diversion strategies,
the utility value of the spot 7 is far less than the other spots’
values. Therefore, it is necessary to further analyze this
spot.
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Fig. 8: Spot 7’s Number of Tourists over Periods

Fig. 9: Accumulated Utility and Marginal Utility of Spot 7

For the spot 7, the capabilityc7 = 60 but the actual
number of tourists well exceeds 60, even 1,000 from time
to time. And the actual congestion is shown as Figure 7
while the simulation is shown as Figure 8:

This spot is under long-term high-degree congestion
from Figure 8, so the marginal utility of tourists tends to
be 0 in the long term from Figure 9. Correspondingly, the
accumulated utility value increases slowly before 17
o’clock but shoots up due to the decrease of load rate and
the increase of marginal utility after 17 o’clock.

According to the above simulation results and actual
observation, too small capacity of the spot 7 is the key
reason to unbalance of tourists distribution in Jiuzhaigou.
Therefore, the management and supervision of this region
shall stress this spot and the relevant supervision shall be
strengthened on this scenery spot; in addition, it is
necessary to expand the capacity of the scenic spot 7 or
guide the tourists to other spots in various manners such
as price adjustment, vehicle scheduling and information
platform.

4 Conclusion

Due to unbalanced distribution of tourists during peak
time, tourists are likely to highly flock in certain areas of
scenery spots if imperfect organization and management.

For this reason, there may be crowds or even trample
accidents in addition to unrecoverable damages for the
ecological environment in such areas. Therefore, the valid
solution is to formulate scientific tourist diversion
strategy, reasonably adjust the tour routes, and realize the
balanced distribution of tourists over space and time. The
prerequisite and base of the research is to establish
scientific rational evaluation indicators for diversion
strategy. The conventional evaluation models can be only
used for macro analysis of the diversion strategies but fail
to reveal the inherent problems of each strategy, so they
cannot provide scientific, reasonable and specific
suggestions for scenic region management. For this
reason, this thesis established the tourism utility function
(TUF) based on the spot congestion degree in order to
provide more specific suggestions for meticulous region
management while this model is used for not only
diversion strategies evaluation but also analysis of
existing specific problems in the strategies. However, for
the purposes of simplification, this thesis took account of
the congestion degree’s effects on the tourism utility
during the establishment of TUF Model but ignored other
factors. Thus, the follow-up research will give
comprehensive consideration of these factors, including
costs and time consumed by the tourists during their trip,
preferences, distance between adjacent spots, and effects
of congestion degree on tourists feelings and experience.
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